## Creative Writing Minor Curriculum

Choose one (1) course from each column  
(15 credits total—every course listed is 3 credits each)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story Fundamentals</th>
<th>Reading for Writers</th>
<th>Literature Elective</th>
<th>Fiction or Nonfiction Workshop</th>
<th>Creative Writing Elective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CRWR 105: Story Fundamentals: Character + Visiting Writers Forum | CRWR 111: Reading for Writers | LITE 240: Contemporary Literature  
LITE 241: A World of Stories  
LITE 265: Hollywood Novel  
LITE 330: LGBT Identities in Literature and Film  
LITE 340: Literature of Comics and the Graphic Narrative  
LITE 341: Children’s Literature  
LITE 345: Literature of Horror, Fantasy, and Science Fiction  
LITE 382: Literature and Pop Culture  
LITE 230x: Worldbuilding | CRWR 212: Story Workshop  
CRWR 213: Writing Creative Nonfiction | Take any additional course with a CRWR prefix**. This CRWR elective does not count for one of the other CRWR minor requirements—it must be a separate course. **

**Fall 2016 course offerings that will count towards the CRWR minor.**

- CRWR 100—Introduction to Creative Writing
- CRWR 105—Story Fundamentals: Character / Visiting Writer’s Forum
- CRWR 211—Writing for and About Video Games
- CRWR 212—Story Workshop
- CRWR 213—Writing Creative Nonfiction
- ENGL 340—Literature of Comics and the Graphic Narrative
- LITE 341—Children’s Literature
- LITE 345—Literature of Horror, Fantasy, and Science Fiction
- LITE 230x—Worldbuilding

**There is the possibility of swapping out of reasonably similar CRWR class requirements if that helps you achieve the minor. This will be done on a case-by-case basis.**

**Any questions? Please contact Creative Writing Coordinator Ryan Van Cleave at rvcl@ringling.edu.**